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Using Third Party Assessments to Mirror NYS Data 
Remember IDW Performance Level Change Reports? 

 

by Fred Cohen 
 
Yes, we all regret the loss of usable benchmarks for the Grade 3-8 New York 
State assessments for the 2020-2021 school year. The Grade 3-8 assessments 
were taken under what must be termed “unique and trying” circumstances, 
and barely a third of students in Nassau County sat for those assessments.  So 
how can we now monitor student progress and check for student proficiency 
when test results for the 2020-2021 school year were so compromised? 
 
Fortunately, many districts employ third party assessments which translate 
their own raw scores to project NYS proficiency level scores. Currently, the 
Instructional Data Warehouse (IDW) projects New York State proficiency for 
the STAR and NWEA assessments.  We hope to have similar reports in the 
coming weeks for the iReady assessments as well. 
 

The reports currently available in the IDW are listed below. NWEA reports 
are identical to the STAR reports shown below. 

Although each report  
can be customized to be 
used as either an individ-
ual student report or a 
whole school/district re-
port, the two reports fea-
tured in this newsletter 
begin as school/district 
reports.  
 
To do so, just use the 
drill-through options on 
each report which will 
produce individual stu-
dent results. The purpose 
of these reports, howev-
er, is to show patterns 
for the school or district. 
 

 

Let’s begin by viewing the  “Season and Grade” report. It has two key func-
tions.  First, as shown on the next page , it tracks grade level “projected profi-
ciency” from the Fall tests through the Spring tests and allows the viewer to 
compare one grade level’s projected proficiency to another grade level’s pro-
ficiency. Projected proficiency is determined by a student’s score on a given 
STAR or NWEA assessment.  Does that score project to a proficient score on 
the next NY State assessment given that spring? 
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 As the legend indicates, this report includes all grades through grade eight. In order to show 
the report in a readable format, however, only grades two to four are shown on this sample. 

Note that three tests were administered (Fall, Winter, Spring) in each grade, and that the level 
of proficiency, overall, was greater in grades two and three than in grade four.  But in grades 
two and three, progress, as measured by growth in projected proficiency, was not evident. In 
fact, in grade three, only about 44% of students were projected to be proficient on the Spring 
assessment compared to 51% projected to be proficient on the Fall assessment. Yet in grade 
four, though only about 26% were projected to be proficient on the Fall assessment, 39% were 
projected to be proficient by the Spring assessment. How do we know that this is real growth? 
 
These data are incomplete for a variety of reasons.  Were the same students tested during 
each iteration of the test?  Also, was there a sufficient sample of students tested?  Were there 
a hundred or more students or just 20?  Fortunately, the IDW has the answers. First, by double 
clicking on a column (drilling– through), the actual students can be shown. In this sample, there 
were actually 130 students sitting for the Spring assessment. This must be factored into the 
analysis. But were they the same 130 students taking the Fall and Spring assessments? 
 
The user could, of course, compare the lists of test takers for each exam taken and then elimi-
nate those who missed one test or the other.  But the IDW has long had more efficient reports 
that show results for only those students who took both the early and later assessments. 
What better way to measure growth than to see just those students who rose or declined in per-
formance level from the Fall test to the Spring test! 

Math 
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These reports are called Performance Level Change reports, and just as we have always had 
these reports for NY State assessments, we also have them for “projected” NY State proficiency 
on our third party assessments. They come in two formats—Summary Reports and Detail re-
ports. 

   
On the vertical columns, 
this Detail Report lists 
the number of students by 
their projected Level 
scores on the Fall Math 4 
assessment. On the hori-
zontal rows, are the pro-
jected Level scores on the 
Spring Assessment. 

Green cells exhibit students who have grown in projected proficiency. 
Blue cells indicate students whose projected proficiency remained the same. 
Yellow and orange cells exhibit students whose projected proficiency decreased. 

 
 
But the Summary Report, using the same color code as 
above, shows how many total students have grown in pro-
jected proficiency and how many have declined. One can see 
(bottom right corner of the detail report) that 125 students 
took both the Fall and Spring exams. The summary report 
adds that 44 increased (10 + 34) by at least one projected pro-
ficiency level and only 16 (13 + 2 + 1) declined by at least one 
Projected proficiency level. Also, 65 students remained at the 
same level. Combined with the  “Proficiency by Season and 
Grade” report on page one, we can see that the students in 
grade four did indeed grow in proficiency. 
 

During these most difficult of times, we have struggled to find measures of student learning and 
teaching effectiveness.  These two reports give us another tool to know where to place our in-
structional energies and resources. They should be used with other IDW reports to help triangu-
late instructional strengths and deficiencies and thereby improve instruction. 
 
 
 
As always, IDW personnel are available to provide telephone assistance and in-district training 
for any district seeking to learn more about this newsletter or about other best practices for the 
IDW. Call Fred Cohen at 608-6640, Stephanie Witt at 608-6623, or Tammy Mazza at 608-
6633, to schedule a training session or to discuss any Instructional Data Warehouse questions. 
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